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Abstract

In a multiple sensor system, each sensor produces
an output which is related to the desired feature
according to a certain probability distribution. We
propose a fuser that combines the sensor outputs
to more accurately predict the desired feature. The
fuser utilizes the lower envelope of regression curves
of sensors to project the sensor with the least error
at each point of the feature space. This fuser is op-
timal among all projective fusers and also satisfies
the isolation property that ensures a performance
at least as good as the best sensor. In the case the
sensor distributions are not known, we show that a
consistent estimator of this fuser can be computed
entirely based on a training sample. Compared to
linear fusers, the projective fusers provide a com-
plementary performance. We propose two classes
of metafusers that utilize both linear and projec-
tives fusers to perform at least as good as the best
sensor as well as the best fuser.

1 Introduction

In a generic sensor system of N sensors, the sensor
Su i = 1 ,2, . . . , N, outputs KM £ %td correspond-
ing to input X 6 3ftd according to the distribution
PYW\X- The input X is the quantity that needs to
be "estimated" or "measured" by the sensors, such
as the presence of a target or a value of the feature
vector. The expected error of the sensor Si is given

= j C{X,Y®)dPyli)iXt

where C : Sftd X Ud >-+ 3ft is a cost function. I (Si) is
a measure of how good the sensor Si is in "sensing"
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Program of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences, U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy, under Contract No. DE-AC05-96OR22464
with Lockheed Martin Energy Research Corp., and the Of-
fice of Naval Research under order ND0014-96-F-0415.

the input feature X. For example, if Si is a target
detector or classifier, a choice could be X £ {0, 1}
and F ( i) £ {0, I}, where X = 1 (0) corresponds to
the presence (absence) of a target. Then

corresponds to the probability of misclassification
(false alarm or missed detection) of Si, where © is
the exclusive-OR operation.

This sensor fusion problem is fairly general in
that a sensor could be a hardware device, a soft-
ware module, or a combination. Several other sen-
sor fusion problems can be formulated as special
cases. For example, in the door detection problem
[8], Si is an ultrasonic or infrared detector, and the
objective is to detect doors that are wide enough
for a robot to pass through. In the function esti-
mation problems [8], Si is a software module that
predicts a function value with certain errors, and
the objective is to fuse a number of such modules
to improve the prediction accuracy.

There are two types of errors that a sensor
can make. The measurement error corresponds to
the randomness involved in measuring a particular
value of the feature X, which is distributed accord-
ing to Pyi.i)\x- The systematic error at X corre-
sponds to E[C{X,Y^)\X] which must be 0 in the
case of a perfect sensor.

We consider a fuser / : $iNd >-)• 3td that combines
the outputs of sensors Y = (Y^, Y<-2\ , y(N))
to produce the fused output f(Y). The expected
error of the fuser / is given by

/(/) = I C(X, f(Y))dPY,x

where Y = (Y^\ F<2>, , K ^ ) . The objective of
fusion is to ensure that / ( / ) is as small as possi-
ble. Note that a fuser must account for both the
systematic and measurement errors of the sensors



in order to achieve a low expected error. In partic-
ular, / ( / ) must be no higher than the error of best
sensor, given by I(Si>) — min I(Si). This condi-
tion can be achieved by suitably choosing the fusion
rule from a function class with the isolation prop-
erty [6] (see Section 3), which is satisfied by linear
combinations and linearized feedforward networks.

In this paper, we propose a projective fuser / ^g
that is guaranteed to be at least as efficient as
the best sensor, and can be much better in cer-
tain cases. We also show that this fuser is optimal
in the class of projective fusers. This fuser utilizes
the lower envelope of the regression curves (with re-
spect to X) of sensors by projecting at each X the
sensor with the least error. Similar fusers have been
earlier proposed for classifiers [7] and function esti-
mators [9] which are special cases of generic sensors
considered in this paper.

Exact computation of fj_,E requires a complete
knowledge of the sensor distributions, which are
very difficult to estimate in some engineering and
robotic systems. This difficulty is mainly due to
the variety and complexity of the present day sen-
sor systems, wherein a single sensor could consist
of a number of sensing hardware units and comput-
ing modules. As a result, developing accurate error
distributions for these systems is extremely chal-
lenging, since it could require expertise in a num-
ber of disciplines such as device physics, software
modules, and statistical estimation. In these sys-
tems, however, it is relatively easy to collect "sensor
data" by sensing objects with known parameters.
We thus consider a formulation wherein the sensor
distributions are unknown. We axe given an inde-
pendently and identically distributed (iid) 1-sample

where Y; = (y.(1), Y / 2 \ , Y;(JV)) and Y^ is the
output of Sj in response to input X±. In this case,
the exact computation of f^E is not possible since
it requires a complete knowledge of the sensor dis-
tributions. We present a sample-based method to
compute a consistent estimator f^E °f ILE based
on regression estimation methods.

In earlier works, the computational and finite
sample results have been obtained for the generic
fusion problem using fusers based on neural net-
works, Nadaraya-Watson estimators, and vector
spaces (see [8] for an overview). But, very few
results that establish the superiority of the fuser
Over the best sensor based are known for the gen-
eral case. For the special case of fusing classifiers or
concept learners such results are known [7, 10]- Fur-

thermore, most available fusion methods are based
on linear fusers [1, 12, 3]. The projective fusers
provide a complementary performance and can be
used in cases where linear fusers are not effective
(see Section 3.1). Furthermore, we propose meta-
fusers that fuse sensors as well as fusers. By suit-
ably utilizing projective and linear fusers, we obtain
metafusers that are at least as good as the best sen-
sor as well as the best fuser.

The projective fusers are discussed in Section 2,
and are compared to linear, isolation, and meta-
fusers in Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
Computation of the projective fusers based on a
sample is discussed in Section 4.

2 Projective Fusers

Let Y = (yW, j C ) ) be the sensor output cor-
responding to input X. A projective fuser, fp,
corresponding to a partition P = {TT\, 7T2,. , fl"*},

k
k < N, of input space Kd (TT* C [0, l]d, (J ^ = Kd ,

« = l
and TTj D 7Tj = <fr for i ^ j), assigns each block IT; to
a sensor Sj such that

fP(Y) =

for all X 6 TTj, i.e. the fuser simply transfers the
output of the sensor Sj for every point in 7r,. An
optimal projective fuser, denoted by fp*, minimizes
I(.) Over all projective fusers corresponding to all
partitions of 3ft and assignments of blocks to sen-
sors Si, Sz, . . •Sjyf.

We define the error regression of the sensor Si
and fuser fF as £{X,Si) = JC{X, Y^)dFy\X and
£(X, fP) = / C(X, fP(Y))dPYlx, respectively.

Definition 2.1 The projective fuser based on the
lower envelope of error regressions of sensors is de-
fined by

where

iLE{X) = p

We have&(X, JLE) = min £{X, Si), or equiv-

alently the error regression of fi,E is the lower enve-
lope with respect to X of the set of error regressions
of sensors given by {£{X, Si), ,£{X1 SN)}-

Example 2.1: Consider that X is uniformly dis-
tributed over [0, 1], which is measured by two sen-
sors Si and S2. Let C(X,Y&) = (X - ^
Consider yt1) = X + \X - 1/2| + U and



X + 1/[4(1 + \X - 1/2|)] + U, where U is an in-
dependent random variable with zero mean. Thus,
for both sensors the measurement error at any X
is represented by U. Note that

\X -

Thus, Si achieves a low error in the middle of the
range [0, 1], and S% achieves a low error towards the
end point of the range [0, 1]. The error regressions
of the sensors are given by

E[U2S(X, 52) =

We have

J(Si) =

\X-

and I(S2) = 0.125+E[U%

which indicates that Si is the better of the two sen-
sors. Now consider the projective fuser fiE speci-
fied as follows, which corresponds to the lower en-
velope of&(X, Si) and £(X, S2).

range for X
[0,0.134]
[0.134,0.866]
[0.866,1]

sensor to be projected
5 2

Si
5 2

Then, we have I( fLE) = 0.0828 + E[U% which
is lower than that of the best sensor. G

Example 2.2: We consider a classification exam-
ple such that X € [0, 1] X {0, 1) is specified by a
function fx = l[i/4,3/4]j where 1,4(2) is the indica-
tor function (which has a value 1 if and only if z G A
and has value 0 otherwise). The value of X is gen-
erated as follows: a random variable Z is generated
uniformly in the interval [0, 1] as the first compo-
nent, and then fx{Z) forms the second component,
i.e. X = (Z, fx(Z)). In the context of the detection
problem, the second component of X corresponds
to the presence {fx[Z) = 1) o r absence {fxiZ) =
0) of a target, which is represented by a feature Z
taking a value in the interval [1/4,3/4]. Each sen-
sor consists of a device to measure the first compo-
nent of X and an algorithm to compute the second
component. We consider that S\ and 52 have ideal
devices that measure Z without an error, but make
errors in utilizing the measured features. Con-
sider that F*1) = (Z, l[i/4-ei,3/4]C^)) and Y^ =
{Z, l[i/4,3/4-e2](Z)) for some 0 < ei,e2 < 1/4 (see
Figure 1). In other words, there is no measurement
noise in the sensors but just a systematic error due

second component of Y ("

E(x,S )

second component of Y
12)

optimal projective fuser

1/4 3/4

use S 2<>nly use S only

Figure 1: Illustration for Example 2.2.

to how the feature value is utilized; addition of in-
dependent measurement noise as in Example 2.1
does not change the basic conclusions of the ex-
ample. Now consider the quadratic cost function
C{X,Y&) = (X - YW)T(X - yW). The error re-
gressions are given by &(X, Si) = l[i/4-tl,i/4](Z)
and £(X, S2) = 1[3/4_E2?3/4](Z), which corresponds
to disjoint intervals of Z as shown in Figure 2. The
lower envelope of the two regressions is the zero
function hence I{JLE)

 = 0, where as both / (Si )
and /(S-j) are positive. The profile of / / , E is shown
at the bottom of Figure 1, wherein Si and S% are
projected based on the first component of X in the
intervals [3/4 — €2,3/4] and [1/4 — e i , l /4 ] , respec-
tively, and in other regions either sensor can be
projected. G

Theorem 2.1 The projective fuser based on the
lower envelope of error regressions as optimal
among all projective fusers.

Proof: Let Y be the sensor output corresponding
to input X. For any projective fuser fp[Y), let
ip[X) denote the index of the estimator such that
fP{Y) = y(*"(*». Then, for X € 3?d, we have

E[C(X, fP(X))\X] = S(X, fP)



\
eo.s j

e<x.s ^

/

Figure 2: Illustration of error regressions

> S(X,fLE)
= E[C(X - hE(X))\X\.

By taking the expectations with respect to Px Oil
both sides, we have / ( / L E ) < I{fp)-> and hence
is an optimal projective fuser. G

3 Comparison With Other
Fusers

We now compare the performance of the projectivc
fusers with two other types of fusers.

3.1 Linear Fusers
The output of linear fuser corresponding to input X
and sensor output Y = (Y^\ , Y^"*) is defined

as

f'(Y) = »

where a; is a u x u matrix. For simplicity, we con-
sider the case d = 1 such that {a\,..., aw) € $lN •
An op t ima l linear combination fuser, denoted by
jjj* , minimizes I(.) over all linear combinations. In
terms of relative performance, /LE is better than
/ t - if the individual sensors perform better in cer-
tain localized regions of Sft . On the other hand,
if the sensors are equally distributed around cer-
tain values in global sense, ft, performs better as
illustrated follows.

E x a m p l e 3 . 1 : In the Example 2.2, for fi =
* + a2Y

t-N\ we have

I

+ (1 - tti - a2f f dPz

[l/4,3/4-e2)

+ (1-a i ) 2 f dPZ

[3/4-e2,3/4]

which is non-zero no matter what the coefficient
are. The error regressions of Si and 52 take non-
zero values in the intervals [1/4 —1\, 1/4] and [3/4 —
62, 3/4] of Z, respectively. Since, these intervals are
disjoint, there is no possibility of the error of one
sensor being canceled by a sealer multiplier of the
other. G

The argument of Example 3.1 is true in general.
If the error regressions of the sensors take non-zero
values on disjoint intervals, then any linear fuser
will have non-zero error. On the other hand, the
disjointness yields £{X, JLE) = 0> for all X, and
hence I(JLE) = 0- We now present an example
where a linear fuser outperforms fi,E-

Example 3 .2: Consider that in Example 2.2, fx =
1 for Z £ [0,1],

Y W (X) = {Z,eZ+l- c)

dPz

for 0 < e < 1. The optimal linear fuser is given by
fL.(Y) = l/2(y<1> + y<2>) = 1, and 7( / L . ) = 0.
At every X € [0, 1], we have

£{X, 50 = £(X, S2) = e2(l - Z)2 = S(X, f L E ) .

Thus, J{JLE) = e2 / (1 - ZfdPz > 0, whereas
[o,i]

/( /L0 = 0. •
Note that the addition of independent measure-

ment error as in Example 2.1 by the sensors does
not change the basic nature of the conclusion of Ex-
amples 3.1 and 3.2. In summary, the performance
of the optimal linear and projective fusers are com-
plementary in general.

3.2 Isolation Fusers
We now discuss the isolation property of the fuser
class that ensures that the fuser is at least as good
as the best estimator. A fuser class Q = {g(Y) :
ftNd ^ gjd^ f o r Y = (y(l) ] , y W ) , has the iso-
lation property with respect to Si if it contains the
function gi[Y) = Y ( i ) for all i = 1,2,. ,k. The
isolation property was first proposed in [10, 5] for
concept and sensor fusion problems. If Q is the set
of linear combinations, i. e. g(Y) = a iK ' ' + +



, for ai € 9ft, this property is trivially satis-
fied for each of Si, i = 1,2,. . . ,k.

The class of projective fusers satisfies the projec-
tion property with respect to Si, for i = 1,2,. , k,
since gi corresponds to entire 3ft forming one block
assigned to the single sensor Si. Consider that
Q = {g(Y)} satisfies the. isolation property, then
we have for all i = 1,2, . . . , k,

which implies inf I(g) < min I(S,). Since

I(fLE) 5- inf I(g) by Theorem 1, we conclude that

fLE performs at least as well as the best sensor.

3.3 Metafusers

We now combine linear and projective fusers to re-
alize various configurations that are guaranteed to
be at least as good as the best sensor as well as
best sensor. By including the optimal linear com-
bination as Sjv+i, we can guarantee that I (fLE) <
I(JL*) by the isolation property of projective fusers
(note that fLB : $(N+1)d 1-4 Ud in this case). Since
linear combinations also satisfy the isolation prop-
erty, we in turn have I(fL') 5: m i n I (Si).

The roles of / j , * and fi,s can be switched - by
including JLE a s one of the components of fi,- to
show that

We close this section by emphasizing that JLE
may not be optimal in a larger class of fusers where
some function of the sensor output (as opposed to
just the output,) can be projected.

Example 3.3: In Example 2.2, consider fx =

for some 0 < £1,62 < 1/8, and Ci < £2-
Thus, we have £(X,Si) = T-[i/i-c1,i/4](Z) and
£(X, S2) — l[3/4-c2,3/4](Z), whose lower enve-
lope is not the zero function. Thus, we have
£(XJLE) = l[3/4-es,3/4-ei](Z) and I{fLE) =

J dPz- By changing the assignment
[3/4-«2,3/4-ei]

YW of fLE to 1 - F<x> for z € [3/4 - e2,3/4 - e i ] ,
one can easily achieve zero error. G

4 Sample-Based Projective
Fusers

The computation of / ^ J J described in the previous
section requires a complete knowledge of the distri-
butions of the sensors. To address the case where
such knowledge is not available, we compute an es-
timate fj_,E based on the iid sample. The basic
idea is to utilize the regression estimation meth-
ods to compute an estimator &(X, Si) of&(X, Si),
and utilize the lower envelope of the estimators in
the computation of fuser. Our regression estima-
tion is based on the recent work by Nobel [4] which
provides conditions for strong consistency of the
regression estimation (weaker forms of consistency
are discussed in [11], and stronger conditions are re-
quired in [2]). We now outline the basic approach
using the cubic partitions with data-dependent off-
sets for d = 1. The same approach can be used for
methods based on local fitting with truncated poly-
nomials, K-threshold with variable weights, nearest
neighbor clustering, and empirically optimal regres-
sion trees (see [4] for details). For a sequence {hi} of
positive numbers, consider the partition of 3i given

by

Let T/V[-^] denote the unique cell of 9i that contains
X. Then, the estimator of £(X, Si) is given by

£(X, Si) = J = i

E
3=1

In other words, the estimator simply computes
the mean of the error of Si within the cell of 81
that contains X. Consider the conditions: (i)
C(X,Y) < K for some K > 0; (ii) Km hi -> 0;

J-S-oa

and (iii) nhi —)• 00 as I —> 00. Then, we have
/ \£(X, Si) - £{X,Si)\2dPx -* 0 with probability
1 [4], regardless of the distributions of sensors.

The fuser JLE is defined as in Definition 2.1 with
£(X, Sj) used in place of £{X, Si). We now show
the strong consistency of JLE method under the
boundedness of C{.,), namely I(/LE) —• HILE)

as I —¥ 00 with probability 1 for any sensor distri-
bution. Since /i,£ is a projective fuser, we have
{{fLB) > IULE). BY d e f i n i t i o n ~£(XJLE) <
£(X, f L E ) . Then,

- £(x, fLE))dPx



< j
+

< J
J

J
N

[S{XjLE)-S(XjLE)\dPx

[£(X, fLE) - £(X, fLE)]dPx

\£(X,fLE)-£(X,fLE)\dPx

\£(XJLE)-£(X,fLE)\dPx

-
MX, Si)-£(X,Si) \dPx.J

Since / \£(X, Si) - £{X, Si)\dPx -4 0, we have
I(ILB) -> I{!LE) as / -> oo with probabfllty 1.
It is interesting to note that this result is valid for
any sensor distribution.

5 Conclusions
We proposed a fuser that combines the outputs of
sensors of a generic sensor system. The fuser uti-
lizes the lower envelope of the regression curves by
projecting, at each point of feature space, the sen-
sor with the least error. This fuser is shown to be
optimal among all projective fusers, and is also at
least as good as the best sensor. In the case the
sensor distributions are not known, an estimator of
the fuser can be computed entirely based on a train-
ing sample. This estimator is shown to be strongly
consistent with the optimal projective fuser. We
combined the linear and projective fusers to real-
ize mctafusers that are guaranteed to be at least
as good as the best sensor as well as the best fuser.
Open issues in the fuser design are the finite sample
performance and computational complexity of the
estimator
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